
Filename Description Duration
COMRadio_Distant Transmission 1_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distant robotic voices, buzz, whine 01:12.591
COMRadio_Distant Transmission 2_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distant robotic voices, buzz, whine, crackle 01:19.181
COMRadio_Distant Transmission 3_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distant robotic voices, hum, whine 01:02.187
COMRadio_Distant Transmission 4_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distant robotic voices, wavering whine 02:19.776
COMRadio_Distant Transmission 5_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distant robotic voices, wavering whine 01:19.844
COMRadio_Distant Transmission 6_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distant music transmission, wavering low freq movement 01:07.031
COMRadio_Distant Transmission 7_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distant robotic voice transmission, wavering low freq movement 01:03.650
COMRadio_Distant Transmission 8_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distant music transmission, hum, noise 01:01.167
COMRadio_Distant Transmission 9_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distant music transmission, heavy whine oscillation, static noise 01:40.898
COMRadio_Distorted Transmission 1_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distorted, distant voice transmission, cycling wavering, static noise 01:05.857
COMRadio_Distorted Transmission 2_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distorted, distant voice and music transmission, whine oscillation, static noise 01:03.103
COMRadio_Distorted Transmission 3_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distorted, distant voice transmission, whine oscillation, static noise 01:40.021
COMRadio_Distorted Transmission 4_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distorted, distant female voice transmission, static noise disturbance 01:38.720
COMRadio_Distorted Transmission 5_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distorted, robotic-like voice transmission, whine oscillation, static noise 00:31.026
COMRadio_Distorted Transmission 6_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distorted, robotic-like voice transmission, whine oscillation, static noise 01:00.920
COMRadio_Distorted Transmission 7_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distorted, robotic-like voice transmission in Russian, low freq oscillation, static noise 01:12.864
COMRadio_Distorted Transmission 8_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distorted, robotic-like voice transmission in Russian, low freq oscillation, static noise 01:33.771
COMRadio_Distorted Transmission 9_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distorted, robotic-like voice transmission, low freq oscillation, static noise 01:02.974
COMRadio_Distorted Transmission 10_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distorted, robotic-like voice transmission, low freq oscillation, static noise 01:36.638
COMRadio_Distorted Transmission 11_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distorted, distant wavered music transmission, whine oscillation, static noise 01:19.458
COMRadio_Distorted Transmission 12_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distorted, distant wavered music transmission, static noise 01:34.053
COMRadio_Distorted Transmission 13_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio transmission, distorted, distant wavered music transmission, static noise 01:02.820
COMRadio_Fast Hand Tuning_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static fast movement, random tuning by hand 00:52.266
COMRadio_Hand Tuning Bursts_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static bursts with fast random tuning by hand, crackle 00:50.388
COMRadio_Hand Tuning_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static movement, medium speed random tuning by hand, hi freq buzzing 01:02.330
COMRadio_LFO Tuning Modulation 1_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static noise, tuning being modulated by cyclic LFO, hi freq buzz 01:02.739
COMRadio_LFO Tuning Modulation 2_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static noise, tuning being modulated by LFO, random interference pattern 01:01.875
COMRadio_LFO Tuning Modulation 3_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static noise, tuning being modulated by cyclic LFO, hi freq buzz, random interference pattern 01:05.318
COMRadio_LFO Tuning Modulation 4_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static noise, tuning being modulated by cyclic LFO, noise 01:02.663
COMRadio_LFO Tuning Modulation 5_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static noise, tuning being modulated by cyclic LFO, hi freq buzz 01:06.190
COMRadio_LFO Tuning Modulation 6_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static noise, tuning being modulated by cyclic LFO, hi freq granular-like texture 01:01.457
COMRadio_LFO Tuning Modulation 7_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static noise, tuning being modulated by cyclic LFO, hi freq granular-like texture 00:53.236
COMRadio_LFO Tuning Modulation 8_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static noise, tuning being modulated by cyclic LFO, hi freq movement 00:47.530
COMRadio_LFO Tuning Modulation 9_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static noise, tuning being modulated by cyclic LFO, hi freq buzz 01:35.553
COMRadio_LFO Tuning Modulation 10_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static noise, tuning being modulated by cyclic LFO with different speed 00:30.906
COMRadio_LFO Tuning Modulation 11_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static noise, tuning being modulated by cyclic LFO, static, dead air 00:44.117
COMRadio_LFO Various Tuning Modulation_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static noise, tuning being modulated by cyclic LFO in various speed, 11 variations 01:50.549
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COMRadio_SnH Tuning Modulation 1_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static noise, tuning being modulated by S&H LFO mostly in mid freq 01:01.098
COMRadio_SnH Tuning Modulation 2_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static noise, tuning being modulated by S&H LFO mostly in high freq 01:03.683
COMRadio_Wavered Noise Movement 1_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static noise, wavered noise texture moving, very distant transmission, buzzing 00:41.472
COMRadio_Wavered Noise movement 2_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static noise, wavered noise texture moving, buzzing 00:23.495
COMRadio_Wavered Static movement 1_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static texture moving, noise and whine interference 00:52.113
COMRadio_Wavered Static movement 2_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static texture moving, noise and whine interference pop out 00:39.765
COMStatic_Dead Air 1_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static noise, dead air, steady 00:51.167
COMStatic_Dead Air 2_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static steady noise with slowly evolving buzzing, dead air 00:51.682
COMStatic_Dead Air 3_KDRa_RadioNomad_.wav Radio static noise, moving squelchy texture, dead air 00:56.917
COMStatic_Dead Air 4_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static steady noise with slowly evolving distant whine, dead air 01:07.733
COMStatic_Dead Air 5_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static steady noise, hum, hi freq buzz, dead air 01:04.722
COMStatic_Dead Air 6_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static steady noise, hum, evolving hi freq buzz and crackle, dead air 01:05.477
COMStatic_Dead Air 7_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static steady noise, evolving hum, hi freq buzz and crackle, dead air 01:04.104
COMStatic_Dead Air 8_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static steady noise, evolving hum and hi freq buzz, dead air 01:02.506
COMStatic_Dead Air 9_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static steady noise, evolving hum and hi freq buzz, dead air 00:42.666
COMStatic_Dead Air 10_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static steady noise, white noise, hum, buzz, dead air 00:25.668
COMStatic_Dead Air 11_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static steady noise, white noise, hum, dead air 00:21.952
COMStatic_Dead Air 12_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static steady noise, distorted hum and hi freq buzz, dead air 00:22.283
COMStatic_Slowly Evolving Radio Hum 1_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static hum in low-mid range, slowly evolving, dull texture 01:05.450
COMStatic_Slowly Evolving Radio Hum 2_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static hum, slowly evolving, hi freq buzzing 02:22.656
COMStatic_Slowly Evolving Radio Hum 3_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static hum in low-mid range, slowly evolving, dull texture 00:52.101
COMStatic_Slowly Evolving Radio Hum 4_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static hum in low-mid range, slowly evolving, dull texture 01:02.463
COMStatic_Slowly Evolving Radio Hum 5_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static hum, slow tuning whine, slow buzz wavering, dead air 01:02.633
COMStatic_Static Bursts 1_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Static bursts with whine, disturbance, no signal 00:48.512
COMStatic_Static Bursts 2_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Static bursts with whine, disturbance, noisy static 00:42.110
COMStatic_Static Bursts 3_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static distorted bursts, bad contact, buzz, dead air 00:40.938
COMStatic_Static Bursts 4_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static distorted bursts, bad contact. buzz, interference, dead air 00:35.307
COMStatic_Static Bursts 5_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static distorted bursts, bad contact, buzz, dead air 00:41.889
COMStatic_Static Bursts 6_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static distorted bursts, bad contact, buzz, dead air 00:38.771
COMStatic_Static Bursts 7_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static distorted bursts, bad contact, buzz, dead air 00:26.790
COMStatic_Static Bursts 8_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static distorted bursts, bad contact, buzz, dead air 00:19.353
COMStatic_Static Disturbance 1_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static disturbance, squelch, interference, tuning modulated by LFO 01:03.044
COMStatic_Static Disturbance 2_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static disturbance, squelch, interference, tuning modulated by random LFO 02:48.752
COMStatic_Steady Hum and Pops_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static hum, occasional pops, dead air, steady. Disturbance at the beginning 00:30.031
COMTelm_Noisy Telemetry 1_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static telemetry-like texture, dead air, crackling, steady 01:02.590
COMTelm_Noisy Telemetry 2_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static telemetry-like texture, dead air, hi freq buzz movement 01:29.808
COMTelm_Noisy Telemetry 3_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static telemetry-like granular texture, noisy 00:46.648
COMTelm_Noisy Telemetry 4_KDRa_RadioNomad.wav Radio static telemetry-like texture, dead air, noisy 00:53.662
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